Computational Modeling -finite element analysis, numerical methods, parametric analysis, model validation and uncertainty quantification. • Structural Dynamics -vibrations (experimental & analytical), lifetime/damage analysis, structural health monitoring, signal processing. • Non-traditional Materials -additively manufactured metals, porous metallic and polymer foams.
Research Experience and Projects
Los Alamos National Laboratory -GRA in the Advance Engineering Analysis Group (E-13) 2019 • Project: Dynamic Effects of Preload in Hyperelastic Foam Models • Mentors: Scott Ouellette, Ph.D. (LANL, E-13); Adam Wachtor, Ph.D. (LANL, NSEC) • Generated a suite of finite element (FE) and numerical simulations to perform a parameter study for a closed-cell foam constitutive material model. Parameters were varied for each set of simulations to generate a sensitivity index for properties within the parameter space of the material model. • Results from the suite of parameterized FE models were used to inform a reduced-order system model, evaluate its uncertainty, and compare the reduced-order model to a more complex full system model. • Fundamental frequency response was the main metric used to compare results from the reduced-order and full system models for solution verification. The result was a computationally inexpensive reducedorder model that predicts the bounds of the frequency response of more geometrically complex systems. • Comparisons of different lap joint structures (solid, welded, and bolted) were made using experimental modal analysis and finite element modeling. Natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes were used to detect differences in the structures. • The second project phase was writing a graphical user interface (GUI) for a fractional strain-energy method (SEM) to be used for structural health monitoring (SHM). Experimental data and finite element models were used to simulate damage in the structures and the SEM was used for damage detection. • MARV, or multi-functional aerial response vehicle, was a UAV designed for responding to varieties of close-proximity situations from a surveillance perspective. The project lasted one academic year and was funded internally by the Rose-Hulman Department of Mechanical Engineering. • The final product featured an in-house manufactured custom structure, fully functional 2-DOF camera system, a sensor array for live object detection, and a custom designed embedded system for processing camera and sensor data and transmitting information back to a pilot. 
Rose-Hulman

Los Alamos National Laboratory -Los Alamos Dynamics Summer School
Industry and Work Experience
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology -Sophomore Resident Tutor (SRT) 2017-19 • Tutored sophomore mechanical engineering majors in core curriculum courses covering topics such as conservation principles, mechanical, fluid, and dynamic systems. • Prepared midterm and final exam review materials, lead course review sessions, and held office and classroom hours for collaborative student tutoring sessions.
BW Papersystems (BWP), Phillips, WI -Intern -Manufacturing & Engineering
2015-2017 • Designed paper delivery and bridge-catwalk system for the BWP Falcon Sheeter. This portion of the machine delivers unprocessed paper to the front end of the processing line. • Performed static-structural calculations, FE analysis, and manufacturing process analysis to update old designs and inspire new designs for efficient manufacturing and assembly. • Communicated results and concepts to colleagues in a multidisciplinary engineering team. 
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